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SUMMARY

Small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) represent
key constituents of major and minor spliceosomes.
snRNPs contain a common core, composed of seven
Sm proteins bound to snRNA, which forms in a step-
wise and factor-mediated reaction. The assembly
chaperone pICln initially mediates the formation of
an otherwise unstable pentameric Sm protein unit.
This so-called 6S complex docks subsequently
onto the SMN complex, which removes pICln and
enables the transfer of pre-assembled Sm proteins
onto snRNA. X-ray crystallography and electron
microscopy was used to investigate the structural
basis of snRNP assembly. The 6S complex structure
identifies pICln as an Sm protein mimic, which
enables the topological organization of the Sm pen-
tamer in a closed ring. A second structure of 6S
bound to the SMN complex components SMN and
Gemin2 uncovers a plausible mechanism of pICln
elimination and Sm protein activation for snRNA
binding. Our studies reveal how assembly factors
facilitate formationofRNA-protein complexes in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

Macromolecular complexes facilitate an assortment of biological

tasks in cells of all organisms (Alberts, 1998; Hartwell et al.,

1999). These complexes are constantly assembled de novo

and with high accuracy from individual subunits amidst high

concentrations of biological macromolecules present in living

cells (Ellis, 2001). The assembly of macromolecular complexes

in vivo is often aided by a heterogeneous group of proteins

referred to as assembly chaperones. These factors promote

the formation of higher-order subcomplexes, while simulta-

neously preventing noncognate interactions (Chari and Fischer,

2010; Ellis, 2006). A frequent consequence of assembly chap-

erone action is the formation of kinetically trapped intermediates,

which are prevented from proceeding in the assembly pathway.
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Hence, additional trans-acting factors are essential to release

the preassembled subcomplexes from their stalled state and

allow their joining to functional units.

A group of macromolecular complexes that follows the

assembly principles summarized above include the Sm class

of small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs). These particles

represent the major building blocks of the major and minor spli-

ceosome and thus constitute essential factors in the splicing of

all cellular pre-mRNAs (Tarn and Steitz, 1997; Wahl et al.,

2009). Despite the functional differences between individual spli-

ceosomal snRNPs, they all share a similar architecture. They

consist of a name-giving snRNA and a variable set of snRNP-

specific proteins with defined functions in splicing. In addition,

all snRNPs contain seven evolutionarily related Sm proteins

termed B/B0, D1, D2, D3, E, F and G (B0 is a splice variant of B)

that encircle a single-stranded region of the snRNA (Sm site) to

form a toroidal Sm core domain (Leung et al., 2011; Pomeranz

Krummel et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2010). The ‘‘Sm’’ fold of Sm

proteins, consisting of an N-terminal a helix followed by

a strongly bent five-stranded antiparallel b sheet, mediates the

formation of this structure (Kambach et al., 1999). The b4 strand

of one Sm protein connects to a b5 strand of an adjacent Sm

protein, resulting in the formation a continuous, intermolecular

b sheet. This interaction principle between individual Sm

proteins is repeated in the sequence SmE-SmG-SmD3-SmB-

SmD1-SmD2-SmF (from the first to the seventh nucleotide of

the Sm site, respectively) to form the toroidal Sm core domain.

In vitro studies revealed that Sm proteins form distinct hetero-

oligomeric building blocks composed of SmD1/D2, SmD3/B,

and SmE/F/G. While none of these oligomers are capable of in-

teracting with each other in the absence of snRNA, SmD1/D2,

and SmE/F/G initially cooperatively associate with the Sm site

to form a ‘‘subcore’’ structure (Raker et al., 1996). This interme-

diatematures into the Sm core upon addition of the SmD3/B het-

erodimer. In contrast to the spontaneous assembly observed

in vitro, formation of the Sm core domain in vivo depends on

a surprisingly large number of assisting factors (Chari et al.,

2009; Yong et al., 2004). These factors act in the context of the

biogenesis cycle of snRNPs, which involves the initial nuclear

export of m7G-capped snRNA, the assembly of the snRNP in

the cytoplasm and its subsequent import into the nucleus

(Fischer et al., 2011). Within this cycle, the PRMT5 complex
c.
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initially sequesters the Sm proteins in the cytoplasm and

modifies distinct arginine residues in the C-terminal tails of

SmB/B0, SmD1, and SmD3 to symmetric dimethylarginine

(sDMA) (Friesen et al., 2001b; Meister et al., 2001b). In addition,

the pICln subunit functions as an assembly chaperone for Sm

proteins (Chari et al., 2008). It tethers the hetero-oligomers

SmD1/D2 and SmE/F/G into a ring-shaped 6S complex that

dissociates from the PRMT5 complex. In this state, Sm protein

binding to snRNA is inhibited as a result of a steric occlusion of

the central cavity, which prevents RNA from gaining access to

its binding site (Leung et al., 2011; Pomeranz Krummel et al.,

2009; Weber et al., 2010).

Additional trans-acting factors are required to allow the

release of Sm proteins from their kinetically trapped state and

the assembly reaction to proceed. These factors are united in

the SMN complex, which consists of the survival motor neuron

(SMN) protein, mutated in spinal muscular atrophy, and eight

other proteins referred to as Gemin2–Gemin8 and unrip (Gubitz

et al., 2004; Meister et al., 2001a; Pellizzoni et al., 2002). The

SMNcomplex acts as a catalyst of snRNP formation by releasing

the Sm proteins in the 6S complex (Fisher et al., 1985) from the

pICln-imposed kinetic trap and transferring the Sm proteins

onto snRNAs (Chari et al., 2008). The core machinery mediating

snRNP assembly is evolutionarily and functionally conserved in

metazoans (Kroiss et al., 2008).

Structural studies of Sm protein hetero-oligomers and even

assembled snRNPs have yielded detailed insights into the archi-

tecture of snRNP cores (Kambach et al., 1999; Leung et al., 2011;

Pomeranz Krummel et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2010). In addition,

the structure of a complex composed of the Sm proteins D1, D2,

E, F, and G bound to Gemin2 and a short fragment of SMN has

recently been reported (Zhang et al., 2011). This complex

provided information on Sm protein transfer onto snRNA, which

represents a late phase of the assembly process. In contrast,

structural insights into the early, assembly chaperone-domi-

nated phase of snRNP assembly are entirely lacking. Hence, it

is neither understood how pICln ties together the hetero-oligo-

mers SmD1/D2 and SmE/F/G into the 6S complex even though

they have little affinity for each other in the absence of snRNA,

nor is it clear how the SMN complex resolves the kinetic trap

imposed by pICln to allow Sm protein transfer onto snRNA. To

address these questions, we have solved the crystal structures

of two assembly intermediates: the 6S complex and a stalled

Sm protein transfer intermediate composed of the 6S complex

and the SMN complex subunits SMN and Gemin2 (termed 8S

complex). The structures establish that pICln mimics an Sm

fold, which enables Sm proteins to interact with each other

even in the absence of snRNA. A negative-stain electron micros-

copy (EM) reconstruction of the 8S complex additionally allowed

us to locate flexible, albeit functionally relevant elements.

Furthermore, among the 20 molecules in the asymmetric unit

of the 8S complex crystals wewere able to observe considerable

conformational variability that culminates at the interface

between pICln and SmG. These findings suggest that the elimi-

nation of pICln from the 6S complex is initiated by a ring opening

at this position, driven by the molecule’s conformational flexi-

bility and the stabilization of an open-ring transition state by

the SMN-complex.
Mole
RESULTS

Crystal Structure of the 6S Assembly Intermediate
at 1.9 Å Resolution
To elucidate the structural basis of pICln’s role as an assembly

chaperone, we screened for a 6S complex with good crystalliza-

tion behavior. These efforts included mutation of surface resi-

dues for surface entropy reduction (SER) (Derewenda and Veki-

lov, 2006) and were guided by the prior knowledge of the 8S

crystal structure (see below). A chimeric complex composed of

human SmD1/D2 and SmE/F/G and a truncated form of

Drosophila melanogaster pICln lacking amino acids 90–125

and carrying a H144A mutation yielded crystals that diffracted

to 1.9 Å. A similar complex comprising exclusively components

of human origin turned out to be significantly less stable (data

not shown). The structure was solved and refined to an R

factor/free R factor of 0.18/0.22 (Table 1) as described in Exper-

imental Procedures.

In the crystal structure, the 6S complex adopts an elliptical,

toroidal structure with dimensions of 72 Å along the longer

pICln-SmF axis and 65 Å along the shorter SmD1-SmE axis (Fig-

ure 1A). Distinct topological features can be discerned on the

pICln/Sm ring surface: (1) a flat face in the region where the

N-terminal helices of Sm proteins and the C-terminal helix of

pICln reside, (2) a tapered face harboring the L4 loops of the

Sm proteins and the L3 loop of pICln, and (3) the surface of the

torus’ central cavity (see Figure 1A for an overview of the struc-

ture and Figure 1B for an overview of pICln’s fold). The crystal

structure reveals that Sm proteins are organized in an identical

sequence in the 6S complex as in the snRNP core, with pICln

assuming the position of SmD3/B (in the sequence SmE-SmG-

pICln-SmD1-SmD2-SmF) and roughly occupying the angular

space of 1 ½ Sm proteins. Consequently, the 6S ring appears

to be narrower and slightly elongated in comparison to the

mature Sm core domain of snRNPs (Leung et al., 2011; Pomer-

anz Krummel et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2010), even though the

global dimensions are very similar (Figure 1C).

Within the 6S complex, the Sm proteins interact with each

other through antiparallel pairing of the b strands of their Sm

folds. This interactionmode is identical to canonical Sm contacts

within assembled Sm cores (Kambach et al., 1999). pICln, in

contrast, does not adopt an Sm fold but rather displays an

extended pleckstrin homology (PH) topology (Figure 1B). Here,

the seven antiparallel b strands (b1–b7) of a conventional PH

domain are appended by an additional N-terminal b strand

(termed b0), which is connected to b1 by an elongated loop

(L0) and lies adjacent to b4 in an antiparallel orientation (Fig-

ure 1B). Nevertheless, pICln contacts SmD1 in a similar mode

as observed between Sm proteins (Figure 1A). b5 of pICln’s

extended PH domain interacts with b4 of SmD1 to form an anti-

parallel b pair. Interestingly, a comparable contact cannot be es-

tablished between pICln and SmF, which likewise exposes its b4

strand in the SmE/F/G heterotrimer (see Figure S1 available on-

line). The short b0 strand of pICln, which is located on the oppo-

site side of the extended PH domain, establishes the contact to

SmG in the 6S complex. Remarkably, b0 pairs in a parallel, rather

than an antiparallel orientation with strand b5 of SmG to establish

a continuous intermolecular b sheet (Figure 1A).
cular Cell 49, 692–703, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 693



Table 1. Crystallographic Data Collection and Refinement

Statistics

6S Crystal 8S Crystal

Data Collection

Wavelength (Å) 0.9393 0.9762

Space group C2 P21

Cell dimensions: a, b,

c (Å)

180.67, 65.22,

99.22

150.93, 356.81,

230.75

Cell dimensions: a, b,

g (�)
90.0, 92.5, 90.0 90.0, 97.3, 90.0

Number molecules in

asymmetric unit

2 20

Resolution (Å) 49.6�1.9

(2.01–1.9)

59.5–3.1

Ellipsoidal truncation

along a*, b*, c* (Å)

– 3.1, 3.8, 4.0

Unique reflections 88,058 281,563

Rsym (%) 4.4 (58.2) 13.9 (50.5)a, 20.0

(92.8)b

Mean I/s(I) 14.3 (1.84) 5.8 (2.31)a, 4.6 (1.35)b

Completeness (%) 96.2 (96.2) 98.9 (96.7)a, 64.6 (5.8)b

Redundancy 2.69 (2.71) 3.9 (3.9)a, 3.9 (3.9)b

Refinement

Resolution (Å) 49.6–1.9 59.4–3.1

Number of reflections 88,058 281,563

R/Rfree 0.178/0.221 0.232/0.256

Number of atoms: protein 8,140 121,940

Number of atoms:

ligand/ion

31 50

Number of atoms: water 372 0

Rmsd: bond lengths (Å) 0.012 0.010

Rmsd: bond angles (�) 1.520 1.290

Ramachandran: favored,

allowed, outliers (%)

98.3, 1.8, 0.0 92.4, 5.2, 2.4

PDB ID code 4F7U 4F77
aFor resolution range of 60–4.0 Å, the number in parentheses corre-

sponds to the highest-resolution shell of 4.23–4.0 Å.
bFor resolution range of 60–3.1 Å, without ellipsoidal truncation, the

number in parentheses corresponds to the highest-resolution shell of

3.29–3.10 Å.
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In addition to these interactions dominated by hydrogen

bonds, a strong charge complementarity between pICln and

the Sm proteins of the 6S complex is evident. Poisson-Boltz-

mann calculations revealed that the positive electrostatic poten-

tial of the Sm proteins and the pronounced negative potential of

pICln are mostly located on the molecular surface that lines the

central cavity of the complex (Figure 1D). The dipole vector of

pICln adopts a radial orientation with respect to its position in

the pICln/Sm ring and its negative pole would point toward the

central cavity (Figure 1D, lower left image). It therefore appears

ideally aligned to foster an accurate preorientation of the chap-

erone in the early phase of binding.

Thus, two features of pICln enable formation of the 6S

complex. Its extended PH fold allows the formation of a contin-
694 Molecular Cell 49, 692–703, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier In
uous b sheet that spans all six complex members. Furthermore,

the charge complementary between pICln and the inner surface

of the Sm protein pentamer is likely to contribute to the stability

of 6S.

Crystal Structure of a Stalled Sm Protein Transfer
Intermediate
In the next step of snRNP assembly, the SMN complex accepts

the preformed Sm pentamer of the 6S complex and simulta-

neously dissociates it from the assembly chaperone pICln (Chari

et al., 2008). To gain structural insights into this reaction a stalled

intermediate, termed 8S complex, was reconstituted and crys-

tallized. It consists of the human hetero-oligomers SmD1/D2

and SmE/F/G, as well as Drosophila melanogaster pICln (resi-

dues 1–180), SMN (residues 1–122) and full-length Gemin2 (resi-

dues 1–245). The crystals contained 20 molecules of the 8S

complex in the asymmetric unit and displayed strongly aniso-

tropic diffraction, with resolution limits along the a, b, and c

axes of 3.1 Å, 3.8 Å, and 4.0 Å, respectively. The structure was

solved by molecular replacement as described in the Experi-

mental Procedures and refined with NCS restraints to an R

factor/free R factor of 0.23/0.26. See Table 1 for complete data

collection and refinement statistics. The high-resolution 6S

structure was used as a reference model in the late refinement

phase. For the final rounds of refinement NCS and reference

model restraints were released for divergent parts of the model.

Superimposition of the 6S model onto the 8S crystal structure

revealed that the Sm proteins and pICln adopt a similar ring-

shaped arrangement in both complexes with a root-mean-

square deviation (rmsd) of only 0.57 Å (see Table S1). The major

distinction between both structures is therefore the Gemin2/

SMN unit, which is located on the tapered face of the pICln/

Sm ring. A hallmark of the Gemin2 structure is a C-terminal

domain (CTD, amino acids 73–245), consisting of an exclusively

helical fold that comprises seven a and two 310 helices (see Fig-

ure 2A for the 8S structure, Figure 2B for the Gemin2/SMN unit,

and Figure S2 for a comparison with the structure of the late

intermediate [Zhang et al., 2011] Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID

code 3S6N [gray overlay]). Gemin2 binds to a cleft between

SmD1 and SmD2 and forms extensive contacts to the tapered

face of the pICln/Sm ring. From this location the polypeptide

chain runs along the SmD2-SmF interface onto the flat face,

where it connects to helix a1. Gemin2 embraces the pICln/Sm

ring on both faces by this extension and thereby specifically

contacts both SmF and SmE by its only b strand and helix a1,

respectively. Whereas Gemin2 was readily visible in our model,

only the N terminus of SMN (amino acids 8–24) could be as-

signed to electron density. It forms a single a helix that contacts

Gemin2 in its CTD, thus confirming prior biochemical and struc-

tural studies (Bühler et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2011).

The X-ray structure of the 8S complex revealed how SMN and

Gemin2 contact the 6S assembly intermediate. However, impor-

tant elements of the 8S complex including the Tudor domain of

SMN, which binds to symmetrically methylated arginine and is

mutated in SMA patients (Brahms et al., 2001; Bühler et al.,

1999; Friesen et al., 2001a), as well as the L5 loop of pICln, which

harbors a large cluster of acidic residues (Figure S4; see also Fig-

ure 1D) could not be traced in the electron density. Notably, next
c.



Figure 1. Structure of the 6S Complex and the Assembly Chaperone pICln

(A) Overall view of the 6Smodel (PDB ID code 4F7U) from three directions in ribbon representation. The left view is seen from the flat face of 6S, the right view from

its tapered face. N and C termini of the individual subunits are indicated. The color code for individual proteins is used throughout the manuscript.

(B) The pICln model from the 6S structure in ribbon representation. a helices are shown in red, b strands in blue, and loops and connecting regions in gray. Strand

b0 and the connecting loop L0 are highlighted in magenta and pink, respectively.

(C) Comparison of overall dimensions of the U4 core crystal structure (PDB ID code 2Y9A, contoured in red) with the 6S crystal structure (contoured in green). The

positions of the individual subunits are indicated. A gray slice symbolizes the space occupied by SmD3/B and pICln, respectively.

(D) Electrostatic potential mapped onto the molecular surface of 6S. pICln (right) was removed from the ring (left) and rotated by 180�. For orientation, the two

neighboring Sm proteins are shown in ribbon representation. Poisson-Boltzmann calculations were performed separately for the two resulting parts of the 6S

complex (Sm pentamer and pICln). For these calculations, the pICln cover loop was modeled according to the EM density (see Figure 3) and the existing NMR

structure (PDB ID code 1ZYI). The lower left image indicates the direction of pICln’s dipole moment (green arrow).

See also Figure S1.
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to the ring’s central cavity some density was visible at low reso-

lution and low contour levels that could not be interpreted by

discrete atomic modeling (Figure S3A).

AnEM3DReconstruction Localizes theTudorDomain of
SMN and a Cover Loop of pICln
To position those elements of the 8S complex that could not be

traced in the crystallographic electron density, single-particle

negative-stain electron microscopy was employed. For these

studies, we utilized an 8S complex containing full-length pICln

instead of the truncated version utilized for the crystallographic

studies. To stabilize the 8S complex for EM analysis and to

restrict the conformational mobility of the subunits we intended

to visualize, this particle was subjected to GraFix (Kastner

et al., 2008). The structure was reconstructed and refined as

described in the Experimental Procedures. Reprojections of

the obtained EM structure correspond well to their respective

class averages obtained by the initial reference-free 2D classifi-

cation (Figure 3A).

The 3D reconstruction revealed all the structural features

present in the X-ray structure, plus some additional prominent

density elements. To interpret the EM structure, we manually
Mole
docked a single molecule of the 8S crystal structure (Figure 3B).

The additional EM density was observed on the tapered face of

the pICln/Sm ring directly adjacent to the SMN-Gemin2 CTD

density of the X-ray structure, lying partially above the pICln/

Sm ring’s central cavity. The enclosed volume of this extra

density would be sufficient in size to accommodate prominent

features such as the Tudor domain of SMN and the loop con-

necting strands b6 and b7 of pICln’s extended PH-like domain.

To interpret this additional EM density and assign individual

parts to the abovementioned prominent features of the 8S mole-

cule (Tudor domain and pICln’s L5 loop), we constructed indi-

vidual deletion mutants (Figure 3C). Reconstruction of an 8S

complex harboring a deletion of pICln’s L5 loop (Figure 3C,

8SDcover) yields a clear, albeit truncated density additional to

the elements resolved in the crystal structure on the tapered

face of the pICln-Sm ring. We therefore assign this part of the

additional EM density to the Tudor domain of SMN (Figures 3B

and 3C, orange density). The Tudor domain filtered to the reso-

lution of our 8S complex EM structure would fit the shape of

the assigned density and lies on top of the tapered face of the

8S complex next to the tip of loop L5 from SmD1. Of note, the

C-terminal tail of SmD1, which can specifically bind to SMN’s
cular Cell 49, 692–703, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 695



Figure 2. Structure of the 8S Complex and the Assembly Factors SMN and Gemin2

(A) Overall structure of the 8S complex (PDB ID code 4F77) viewed from the flat face of the ring (left), along the ring plane (middle), and the tapered face (right). The

respective N and C termini are labeled. The subunits are color-coded as in Figure 1, Gemin2 and SMN are shown in purple and orange, respectively.

(B) Three views similar to (A); however, the pICln/Sm ring had been removed to provide a clear view of the SMN/Gemin2 moiety.

See also Figure S2.
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Tudor domain in vitro, lies on the opposite, flat face of the 8S

complex.

The EM density element, which disappears in the 8SDcover

structure is consequently attributed to the pICln L5 loop (Figures

3B and 3C, gray density). The extended L5 loop of pICln

constricts the central cavity of the pICln/Sm ring on the tapered

face, adjacent to the Gemin2 CTD. It was hence termed ‘‘cover

loop.’’ Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations further confirm

the localization of the cover loop as well as the SmD2 L2 loop

at this position (see Figure S5). Direct assignment of the cover

loop by EM, by truncation of the Tudor domain only in the 8S

complex failed (Figure 3C, 8SDTudor). Under these circum-

stances, the EM reconstruction yields no density elements addi-

tional to those resolved in the crystal structure. This observation,

while confirming the placement of both the Tudor domain and

the pICln cover loop on the tapered face of the pICln/Sm ring,

makes it likely that the cover loop, which is poorly conserved

among orthologs of pICln (Figure S4) and contains no confidently

predictable secondary structure elements, is conformationally

mobile. In the absence of any defined specific interaction the

cover loop is presumably confined to its position by virtue of

the Tudor domain.

Thus, the combination of EM reconstruction, deletion engi-

neering and MD simulation, has enabled us to locate the mobile

cover loop of pICln and the Tudor domain of SMN on the tapered

face of the 6S ring. Notably, the placement of these two domains

on the tapered face is additionally well supported by the residual,

low-resolution 2Fo-Fc and positive Fo-Fc electron density,

which lies precisely in this region of the molecule (Figure S3A;

compare Figure S3B) and is also in good agreement with the
696 Molecular Cell 49, 692–703, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier In
localization of the traceable ends of the cover loop on the molec-

ular surface (Figure S3C).

Structure-Based Insight into the Mechanism of the
snRNP Assembly Reaction
We had previously hypothesized that binding of the SMN

complex induces conformational changes in the 6S complex,

which leads to the destabilization of pICln’s interactions with

Sm proteins and its release from the ring (Chari et al., 2008).

To substantiate this hypothesis, the contacts of pICln with

SmD1 and SmG, respectively, were initially examined in greater

detail. The interface of pICln to SmD1 is very similar to canonical

Sm-Sm contacts in its biophysical nature, topology, and stability

(Figure 4A; see the Supplemental Information for a detailed

description). In contrast, the interface to SmG is distinctly diver-

gent, formed by a parallel rather than an antiparallel b strand pair,

which involves b5 of SmG (residues 68–70) and b0 of pICln (resi-

dues 2–4). In close vicinity, two determinants add to the stability

of this b strand pair: (1) a water-mediated backbone-backbone

contact between Ile4 of pICln and Ala72 of SmG at the ring

periphery and (2) proximal to the central cavity, an extended H

bond network around pICln’s N-terminal amino group and

another water molecule (Figure 4B). The remaining interface is

established by van derWaals interactions that involve twomethi-

onine residues and twodistinct hydrophobic pockets (Figure 4C).

The first hydrophobic pocket resides on pICln (residues Ile4,

Val81, and Trp83) and bindsMet69 of SmG, whereas the second

hydrophobic pocket is located on SmG (residues Leu9, Leu40,

Ile67, and Leu70) and binds Met1 of pICln. As a consequence,

both proteins interlock in a finger-joint fashion (Figure 4C). The
c.



Figure 3. 3D EM Reconstruction of the 8S

Complex

(A) Representative raw negative-stain image (left

panel), class averages of the 8S complex (upper

two rows), and reprojections of the EM recon-

struction (bottom two rows).

(B) Representation of the 8S complex EM recon-

struction (EMDB ID code 2102) with the fitted

crystallographic model. The extra density as-

signed to the pICln cover loop and the SMN Tudor

domains are colored according to Figure 2, in gray

and orange, respectively.

(C) 3D EM reconstruction of a deletion mutant

lacking the cover loop (middle), a deletion mutant

lacking the tudor domain (right), and the original 8S

complex for comparison (left). Note that differ-

ences in connectivities in the EM reconstructions

reflect the different resolutions of the reconstruc-

tion.

See also Figure S3.
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interaction surface between pICln and SmG is therefore domi-

nated by backbone-backbone contacts and hydrophobic inter-

actions allowing a high degree of sequence variation. This is

consistent with a low evolutionary sequence conservation of

pICln’s interface with SmG; in contrast, the interface with

SmD1 that determines the order of Sm proteins in the 6S ring

is much more conserved (Figures 4D and S4). Importantly, the

contact area between pICln and SmG encompasses only 450–

550 Å2 and is hence significantly smaller than all other intermo-

lecular contacts within the pICln/Sm ring (Figure 4E). Thus, these

considerations reveal a predetermined breaking point of the 6S

complex between pICln and SmG.

Next, we investigated whether conformational changes occur

once the SMN/Gemin2 dimer docks onto the 6S complex.

Pro194 is positioned at the tip of helix a7 in Gemin2, and we

noted that this residue inserts deeply into a cleft between

SmD1 and SmD2 in the 8S complex (Figure 5A). SmD1-Asn24
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rearranges from the surface of the 6S

complex to an inward position pointing

toward the central cavity of the 8S

complex to accommodate Gemin2-

Pro194 and the preceding amino acids

in helix a1. This conformational change

is necessary for Gemin2 binding as other-

wise a clash would be produced (Fig-

ure 5A, indicated in red). As a conse-

quence, SmD1-Glu18 and SmD1-Arg66

also move toward the central cavity,

which is only possible by breaking two

hydrogen bonds and a salt bridge

between SmD1-Arg66 and SmD2-

Glu72. Finally, SmD2-Asn48 collapses

toward the hydrophobic core of the

protein and SmD1 Arg66, which previ-

ously occupied this space, moves the

L3 loop of SmD2 and the neighboring

Arg47 by 3.5 Å in direction of the central
cavity. Thus, Gemin2 binding to the outer face of 6S triggers

a series of side chain rearrangements that propagate into the

central cavity of the ring.

In addition to the altered side-chain conformations described

above, we noted an intrinsic flexibility of the pICln/Sm ring by

inspection of the set of 20 8S complexes present in the asym-

metric unit of the crystal for conformational differences (Fig-

ure 5B).While most parts of the 8S complex appear to be confor-

mationally rigid, a region of pronounced flexibility could be

identified at the pICln-SmG interface, i.e., the postulated prede-

termined breaking point of the 6S ring (Figure 5B). This flexibility

is also mirrored in the pronounced variation of the pICln-SmG

contact area (Figure 4E). Strikingly, a movement mainly perpen-

dicular to the ring plane aptly describes the conformational vari-

ation among the 20 molecules at this position.

We obtained additional insight into the motional dynamics of

snRNP assembly from MD simulations of the 6S and 8S
February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 697



Figure 4. Detailed Representation of the

pICln-SmD1 and the pICln-SmG Interface

(A) Interface of pICln with SmD1. b5 of pICln and b4

of SmD1 involved in b sheet formation are shown in

stick representation, H bonds are shown as

dashed lines, and three water molecules involved

in water-mediated H bonds are shown as red

spheres. Residues forming intersubunit H bonds

via their individual side chains are labeled. See

the Supplemental Information for an in-depth

description and a supplemental description to this

figure.

(B) Contacts between pICln and SmG comprising

backbone-backbone interactions. The parallel

b pair formed by strands b5 of SmG and b0 of pICln

is shown in stick representation. H bonds are

shown as dashed lines, two water molecules that

mediate intersubunit contacts via H bonds are

shown as red spheres. Residues mentioned in the

text are labeled. pICln Met1 is shown in stick

representation.

(C) Hydrophobic interactions between pICln and

SmG. The location of the two pockets is indicated

by green lines. Hydrophobic amino acids lining out

the pockets are labeled as well as the two methi-

onine residues bound within each pocket.

(D) Residues conserved among a variety of

species, mapped onto the molecular surface of

pICln. The underlying multiple sequence alignment

is depicted in Figure S4.

(E) Contact area of the respective interfaces within

the pICln/Sm ring of the 8S structure plotted for

each of the 20 molecules of the asymmetric unit.

See also Figure S4.
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complex structures (Figure 5C). In good accordance with the

findings from the 20 molecules in the crystal structure, the anal-

ysis of the resulting trajectories indicates that (1) the 8S complex

features increased dynamic (‘‘breathing’’) motions compared to

6S, (2) the SmG-pICln contact is the most flexible within the ring

in both the 6S and the 8S complex, (3) in the 8S complex, this

local increase in flexibility is significantly enhanced compared

to the 6S complex, and, finally, (4) a preferred movement

perpendicular to the ring plane that mirrors the one shown in

Figure 5B for the 20 molecules of the asymmetric unit (data

not shown).

Taken together, the observed intrinsic flexibility of 8S points to

a predetermined site where pICln dissociation from the 6S ring is

likely to be initiated and the means by which it is ultimately

evicted. However, additional conformational changes, most

probably induced by SMN’s C terminus and/or other SMN

complex subunits, must occur as pICln is still stably bound in

the 8S complex.
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pICln Release by the SMN Complex
Activates Sm Proteins for snRNP
Assembly
Our structural analysis of the 6S and 8S

assembly intermediates suggests that

displacement of pICln alone is necessary

and sufficient for Sm protein transfer onto
snRNA. To test this model by biochemical means, we performed

snRNP assembly assays in vitro with 6S and 8S complexes and

an additional complex that is equivalent to 8S but lacks pICln

(termed 7S) (Chari et al., 2008). These complexes were incu-

bated with radiolabeled U1snRNA or a mutant lacking the Sm

site (U1DSm snRNA) and Sm subcore formation was monitored

by native gel electrophoresis. Both reconstituted 6S and 8S

complexes were inactive in snRNP assembly, confirming the

kinetic trap imposed on Sm proteins in their pICln bound state

(Figure 6, lanes 3 and 5, respectively). However, efficient forma-

tion of Sm subcores was observed when U1 snRNA was incu-

bated with the 7S complex (Figure 6, lane 2). This reaction was

strictly dependent on the presence of an Sm site (Figure 6,

lane 9) and occurred with similar efficiency as the spontaneous

assembly without assembly factors (Figure 6, lane 7). In striking

contrast, preincubation of the 7S complex with an equimolar

amount of pICln reduced Sm subcore formation by nearly 65%

(Figure 6, lane 4). The conclusions of these experiments are



Figure 5. Molecular Flexibility of the 8S

Complex

(A) Overlay of the 8S model (colored) with the 6S

model (transparent, gray) viewed in the Gemin2

contact region. Arrows indicate the conforma-

tional changes induced by Gemin2 binding. The

conformations seen in 6S would produce a clash

upon Gemin2 binding (red ellipse).

(B) Tube representation of the 8S complex. The

tube diameter is proportional to the rmsd values of

the respective Ca positions among the 20 mole-

cules within the asymmetric unit. The left view is

shown from the flat face; the right view is turned

90�, and the green arrow indicates the main

direction of positional deviation.

(C) Debye Waller (‘‘temperature’’) factors calcu-

lated from three molecular dynamics trajectories

simulated at 310K. Under equilibrium conditions,

Debye-Waller factors were calculated from the

coordinate differences of 1,500 states (corre-

sponding to 3 ns simulation time) at the end of the

trajectory. Sm b-b contacts are marked in pink.

The 8S complex (left) features increased breathing

motions mirrored by elevated temperature factors

as compared to the 6S complex (middle). Note

that the 8S pICln-SmG b-b contact features the

highest temperature factors of all six transsubunit

b-b contacts in the ring. A similar situation is found

in 6S. However, the differences within the ring are

less pronounced and the overall mobility of the

molecule is lower.When the full cover loop of pICln

and the crystallographcally invisible L2 loop of

SmD2 were modeled and included in the simula-

tion, a slight increase in mobility is visible for SmG

and a slight decrease for SmD2 (right).

See also Figure S5, Table S1, and Movie S1.
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derived from the quantification of three independent experi-

ments, which are highly reproducible (Figure 6, bottom panel).

These experiments, which receive full support by the structures

presented in this study, indicate that the 7S complex represents

an assembly competent state. Furthermore, they show that inhi-

bition of snRNP assembly correlates with the formation of

a closed-ring structure in 6S and 8S complexes by the binding

of pICln to SmD1/D2 and SmE/F/G (Figures 1 and 2).

DISCUSSION

In this study we have solved the crystal structures of two key

intermediates of snRNP assembly. Along with the structure of

the late assembly intermediate, a glimpse into themode of action

of the assembly machinery at atomic resolution is now obtained

(Figure 7).
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The 6S complex represents a key

in vivo reaction intermediate in the early

phase of snRNP assembly. It is formed

after Sm proteins have been sequestered

and methylated by the PRMT5 complex

and is released from the latter as a sepa-

rate particle. Formation of this first
higher-order assembly of the hetero-oligomers SmD1/D2 and

SmE/F/G, however, occurs at the expense of a kinetic trap.

The 1.9 Å structure of the 6S complex provides a conclusive

explanation for how pICln knits this Sm hetero-oligomer into

a complex that is incapable of forming in the absence of snRNA

(Raker et al., 1996). An NMR study had elucidated that canine

pICln contains a PH-like domain (Fürst et al., 2005), which is

confirmed by our study (Figure 1B). However, the crystal struc-

ture of pICln reveals that the PH fold topology is extended in

the 6S complex by an additional eighth b strand (b0, see Fig-

ure 1B), which was disordered in the NMR structure. We had

previously demonstrated that pICln forms a stable complex

with SmD1/D2 but is incapable of a direct interaction with

SmE/F/G (Chari et al., 2008). Consequently, it appears that this

b0 strand only becomes ordered upon formation of the 6S

complex. By the help of this appendage, the extended PH fold
February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 699



Figure 6. In Vitro Assembly of U1 snRNP with Key Assembly Inter-
mediates

Assembly reactions with [32P]-labeled wild-type U1 snRNA and a mutant

lacking a functional Sm site (U1DSm snRNA) were resolved by native gel

electrophoresis. Shown are the respective RNAs alone (lanes 1, 6, 8, and 13),

incubated with the 7S complex (lanes 2 and 9), the 8S complex (lanes 3 and

10), the 7S complex preincubated with an equimolar amount of pICln (lanes 4

and 11), the 6S complex (lanes 5 and 12), and isolated SmD1/D2 and SmE/F/G

(lanes 7 and 14). Note that the 7S complex forms an Sm subcore complex with

similar efficiency as the isolated Sm protein heterooligomers (lanes 2 and 7,

with an average efficiency of 57 and 50%, respectively). This reaction is strictly

dependent on a functional Sm site (compare lanes 2 and 7 with lanes 9 and 14,

respectively). The preincubation of the 7S complex with an equimolar amount

of pICln reduces its assembly activity by approximately 65% (compare lanes 2

and 4; with an average efficiency of 20%). In the bottom panel the densito-

metric quantification of three independent band shift experiments is depicted.

The SD of three experiments is shown as error bars.
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of pICln fits into the spatial gap that is occupied by SmD3/B in the

mature snRNP. Thismolecular mimicry of a canonical Smprotein

allows the imitation of an Sm-Sm interaction mode in its binding

interfaces. Interestingly, pICln occupies an angular space of only

1 ½ Sm proteins within the 6S torus and thus forms a ring that is

considerably narrower than that of the assembled Sm core

domain (Figure 1C). Moreover, an electrostatic steering mecha-

nism, driven by the ideally aligned dipole moment of the

assembly chaperone (Figure 1D, lower left image), is likely to

dominate an early interaction phase with Sm proteins. Addition-

ally, the pronounced charge complementarity between the
700 Molecular Cell 49, 692–703, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier In
chaperone and its client proteins (Figure 1D) may contribute to

the stability of the 6S complex under steady-state conditions.

This view finds support in the evolutionary overall low sequence

conservation of pICln, while its calculated pI values are unex-

pectedly constant, ranging from 3.8 to 4.2 (Figure S4). It is there-

fore likely that the pronounced negative charge on the molecular

surface of pICln, rather than its amino acid sequence represents

a conserved feature, which is essential to sustain the pICln-

imposed kinetic trap in the 6S complex.

The crystal structures of U1 and U4 snRNPs have indicated

that the seven Sm proteins occupy distinct and noninterchange-

able positions in the assembled Sm core domain. Remarkably,

the five Sm proteins D1, D2, E, F, and G are spatially arranged

in the same sequential order within the 6S complex (Figures 1A

and 1C). pICln’s specific contact to SmD1 determines this order

(Figure 4A), which is preserved in the 8S complex (Figure 2A), as

well as in the late assembly intermediate. In contrast, an analo-

gous contact of pICln to the SmF subunit of the SmE/F/G hetero-

trimer, which would change the order of Sm proteins in the 6S

complex and consequently also in the Sm core cannot form for

sterical reasons (Figure S1). Therefore, pICln constitutes a topo-

logical organizer that determines the positions of Sm proteins in

thematureSmcoreparticle alreadyat anearly stageof assembly.

There are no obvious sequence homologs of pICln in the

database. Nevertheless, the structural principles of its mode of

action strikingly resemble those of other assembly chaperones,

such as that of the Rubisco holoenzyme RbcX as well as of repli-

cation-dependent histone chaperones. These principles entail

the binding of client proteins at positions, which are involved in

the formation of higher-order structures of the final assembly

at the expense of the formation of a kinetic trap (Chari and

Fischer, 2010).

The SMN complex accepts preassembled Sm proteins from

the assembly chaperone pICln and enables their transfer onto

target snRNA. Although the SMN complex of vertebrates is

composed of nine subunits, SMN and Gemin2 are sufficient for

key aspects of snRNP assembly and are widely conserved

among metazoan species (Kroiss et al., 2008). We hence

focused on the structure elucidation of a trapped assembly inter-

mediate that represents the ‘‘handover’’ of Sm proteins from the

6S complex onto a minimal SMN complex. This 8S intermediate

is stalled due to the lack of the SMN C terminus (Chari et al.,

2008). Our 8S model displays an rmsd of only 1.6 Å to the struc-

ture of the late assembly intermediate solved by Zhang et al.

(2011) (see Table S1). The latter consists of Gemin2 bound to

a small N-terminal peptide of SMN and the Sm proteins D1,

D2, E, F, and G and represents an assembly stage, where pICln

has already been released. In both complexes only a single helix

of SMN is visible (Figure 2; Zhang et al., 2011). However, our 8S

complex contained additional parts of SMN including the Tudor

domain, which binds the sDMA-modified tails of SmB/B0, SmD1

and SmD3 (Friesen et al., 2001a; Tripsianes et al., 2011). Like-

wise, the putatively mobile and highly acidic cover loop of pICln

was present in the crystallized construct but could not be located

in the electron density (Figures 1D and S4). Both elements could

be positioned by our EM reconstruction to the tapered face of the

pICln/Sm ring (Figure 3). Surprisingly, the exit point of the SmD1

tail lies on the opposing flat face, from where Gemin2 would
c.



Figure 7. Structure-Based Schematic

Representation of the snRNP Assembly

Reaction

The 6S and 8S structures are from this report, the

structure of the late assembly intermediate (PDB

ID code 3S6N) has been described by Zhang et al.

(2011) and structures of the assembled Sm core

have been described by Leung et al. (2011), Weber

et al. (2010), and Pomeranz Krummel et al. (2009)

(PDB entry 2Y9A was used to produce the figure).

See also Movie S1.
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obstruct an interaction with the SMN Tudor domain. It is there-

fore unlikely that the sDMA-Tudor interaction plays a role in the

stable binding of the heterooligomers SmD1/D2 and SmE/F/G

to the SMN-complex. However, this does not rule out a possible

relevance at other stages of the assisted assembly reaction. The

structural analysis of intermediates containing additional com-

ponents, like the full-length SMN-protein and SmD3/B will help

to clarify this issue.

A comparison of our 8S model with the structure of the late

assembly intermediate uncovered functionally important differ-

ences. While gross structural features of Gemin2 and its mode

of interaction to the N terminus of SMN are very similar (Figure 2;

see Figure S2 for a superposition of the SMN/Gemin2 units

from both structures) differences can be identified for residues

N-terminal to Gemin2’s a1 helix (amino acids 1–29 of the fly

and 1–46 of the human sequence). They were traced in the late

assembly intermediate within the central cavity and had been

suggested to inhibit snRNP formation (Zhang et al., 2011),

whereas in the 8S complex this interaction is incompatible with

the presence of the cover loop of pICln (Figure 3). However, in

agreement with our prior findings (Chari et al., 2008) both 6S

and 8S complexes represent assembly inactive states (Figure 6).

In striking contrast, the 7S complex, which is equivalent to the

late assembly intermediate but contains additional segments

of SMN including the Tudor domain, was fully capable of trans-

ferring Sm proteins onto snRNA (Figure 6). Remarkably, preincu-

bation of the 7S complex with isolated pICln suppressed its

assembly activity. These findings are in accordance with pICln
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being inhibitory to snRNP formation

and the 7S complex representing an

assembly competent state. Thus, the

details of mode and extent of snRNP

assembly inhibition by the N-terminal

residues of Gemin2 remains a subject of

future studies. Notably, however, posi-

tioning of this part of Gemin2 in the

snRNA binding site of SmD1/D2 and

SmE/F/G might be essential to promote

disassembly of preformed Sm subcores

as reported and might contribute to a

proofreading activity of the SMN complex

(Chari et al., 2008; Kroiss et al., 2008; Pel-

lizzoni et al., 2002).

How is the expansion of a six-

membered 6S complex to a seven-
membered ring in the assembled Sm core domain achieved?

The structures of assembly intermediates presented in this study

suggest a plausible solution to this puzzle. Analysis of the 20

conformers of the 8S complex (Figure 5B) and of MD trajectories

(Figure 5C) reveals a pronounced structural flexibility around the

pICln-SmG contact, thus suggesting the likely position where

and providing a possible explanation for how pICln binding is de-

stabilized. The distinct directionality of the observed movement

perpendicular to the ring plane suggests that ring opening

proceeds in the same direction. Obviously, distortion of the

pICln/Sm ring is favored at the pICln-SmG interface due to its

limited buried surface area (450–550 Å2), which is considerably

smaller than the areas of all other interfaces within the ring that

range from 700 to 1,000 Å2 (Figure 4E). This observation is in

line with the observations from our MD simulation that clearly

identify the pICln-SmG contact as a mobility hotspot of the

ring (Figure 5C). The simulation also indicates that both the

binding of SMN-Gemin2 as well as the pICln cover loop are

factors that foster the intrinsic mobility at this position. More

insight into the molecular basis of ring opening is obtained by

measuring the distance of two marker atoms in SmD1 (Leu58,

Ca) and SmG (Leu70, Ca). Their distance is gradually increased

from 28.6 Å in 6S/8S complexes, to 30.7 Å in the late assembly

intermediate and finally to 38.8 Å in assembled snRNP cores.

A superimposition of these structures on SmD1/D2 reveals that

a significant movement of SmG perpendicular to the ring plane

occurs during the opening of the ring. Upon formation of the

snRNP core domain by the binding of D3/B, SmG moves back
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into the plane. Thus, the extraplanar distortion of Sm proteins

observed in the late assembly intermediate appears to relax

a strain, which is prevalent in the 6S/8S complexes, and enables

ring expansion. It is noteworthy that this bears striking resem-

blance to the mode of action of clamp loading enzymes (Kelch

et al., 2011) in the absence of any other compositional, functional

and mechanistic similarities.

The SMN complex acts as a catalyst in the formation of

snRNPs (Chari et al., 2008), but its molecular basis has remained

elusive. The available structures now provide a plausible expla-

nation for its catalytic activity. An opening of the pICln-SmG

contact driven by the molecular motion of the 8S complex is ex-

pected to be transient. If, however, the SMN complex were to

bind to such transiently exposed portions of the pICln-SmG

contact surface and thus stabilize an open ring conformation, it

would lower the energy barrier associated with the kinetic trap

and thus provide rate acceleration. A likely candidate possessing

a possible transition-state affinity is the Tudor domain of SMN

(see Movie S1), which is an Sm fold mimic and lies, as we have

shown by a combination of different techniques, in the vicinity

of the predetermined breaking point (Figure 3B). Notably, such

a means of rate acceleration has a precedent in donor strand

exchange reactions performed by pilus chaperones in the

assembly cycle of type1 pili of gram-negative bacteria (Nish-

iyama et al., 2008). The validation of this hypothesis and the

potential contribution of other parts of the SMN complex, awaits

further mechanistic and structural studies.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Detailed experimental procedures can be found in the Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures. A comprehensive report on the crystallographic structure

determination will be published elsewhere.

Protein Expression, Complex Reconstitution, and Crystallographic

Structure Determination

Human SmD1/D2, SmE/F/G, and fly SMN/Gemin2 complexes were co-

expressed in E. coli. Fly pICln was expressed as a single protein. 6S and 8S

complexes were reconstituted by mixing the respective subunits in presence

of 1 M NaCl, followed by dialysis to 150 mM NaCl (see the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for a detailed description), the 7S complex was

prepared as described (Chari et al., 2008). Crystals were grown by the hanging

dropmethod and data collected on a synchrotron beamline. Diffraction-quality

6S crystals could only be obtained after introduction of particular point muta-

tions and a deletion within the pICln cover loop. The 8S crystal structure was

solved by molecular replacement with PDB entry 3S6N used as a search

model. Refinement was done with NCS and reference model restraints with

the high-resolution 6S model used as a reference structure. In the last refine-

ment rounds, the NCS restraints were released for divergent parts of the

model. The 6S crystal structure was solved by molecular replacement with

the pICln/Sm ring from the 8S crystal structure used as a search model.

Native Gel Electrophoresis of RNA-Protein Complexes

Band shift assays were performed essentially as described (Chari et al., 2008).

For the preincubation experiment with pICln, 3 pmol 7S complex was mixed

with 3 pmol pICln in the presence of 10% glycerol, 0.1 U/ml RNAsin (Promega),

0.1 mg/ml tRNA and incubated at 4�C for 20min prior to the addition of 0.3 pmol

of radio-labeled RNA.

Electron Microscopy and Single-Particle Image Processing

The 8S complex was subjected to the GraFix method and stained with uranyl

formateaspreviouslydescribed (Chari et al., 2008). Ten thousandsingle-particle
702 Molecular Cell 49, 692–703, February 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier In
images were selected and subjected to contrast transfer function (CTF) correc-

tion. With iteratively refined class averages, CTF-corrected single-particle

images were aligned via an exhaustive polar alignment and subsequent multi-

variate statistical analysis-based hierarchical ascendant classification into

classes ofz20members in average.We used the low-pass filtered X-ray struc-

tureof the8Scomplex toassign initialangles to theclassaverages.Thestructure

was determined by angular reconstitution and iteratively refined by several

rounds of projection matching. The resulting structure had a resolution of 20 Å

as determined by the Fourier shell correlation 0.5 s criterion.
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